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Abstract:
Control over a diode laser's wavelength can be accomplished by an external cavity grating system
whereby light of the desired frequency can be systematically returned into the lasing medium of the
diode. This feedback augments a particular mode in the diode's spectrum and allows for tuning of the
laser. Two possible configurations will be mentioned, Littrow and grazing incidence, with the emphasis
of the study on the former. There are several graphs demonstrating the tuning characteristics of the
external cavity laser. Also, the tuning range of the Littrow cavity will be shown to be greater than 11
nm for a 780 nm laser and have a frequency peak width of less than 1.7 MHz. 
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ABSTRACT

Control over a diode laser's wavelength can be 
accomplished by an external cavity grating system whereby 
light of the desired frequency can be systematically 
returned into the lasing medium of the diode. This feedback 
augments a particular mode in the diode's spectrum and 
allows for tuning of the laser. Two possible configurations 
will be mentioned, Littrow and grazing incidence, with the 
emphasis of the study on the former. There are several 
graphs demonstrating the ( tuning characteristics of the 
external cavity laser. Also, the tuning range of the 
Littrow cavity will be shown to be greater than 11 nm for a 
780 nm laser and have a frequency peak width of less than 
1.7 MHz.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

A wide range of diode lasers are now manufactured which 
have lasing wavelengths in the regions of 450, 670, 780, 
1300, or 1500 nm. The advantages of these lasers are their 
extremely compact size, high efficiency, and relatively high 
output powers (maximum outputs range from 3 to 250 mW) which 
make them one of the most convenient lasers ever developed.

Despite these advantages, diode lasers can be somewhat 
unpredictable. The particular wavelength that lases not only 
varies between diodes, depending on the precise 
manufacturing details, but also varies for an individual 
laser depending on injection current and temperature of the 
diode. Some lasers have even been found to spontaneously 
change their wavelength in mode hopping experiments.1

Because there is a wide range of wavelengths where a 
diode will lase, and the possibility that a diode will Iase 
at several wavelengths at once, some control of the diode is 
desirable. The addition of an external cavity provides the 
ability to.single out and change the wavelength at which the 
diode will lase. The construction and tuning properties of 
several diodes are studied in this work.
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The applications for a diode laser which is tunable 

over several nanometers are numerous. A stable, single 
wavelength is necessary in holography. For optical 
communications, many separate frequencies can be transmitted 
on the same optical fiber thus increasing the communication 
bandwidth of the line. In many atomic transition 
experiments, the absorption of a particular energy is 
needed. By tuning a diode across this transition energy, 
valuable information can be gleaned. A tunable diode is 
also useful in the trapping and cooling of single atoms 
where precise control of energy is necessary.2
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORY

Each diode laser produces a broad spectral emission. 
The peak of this emission varies between lasers due to the 
dopant levels in the GaAlAs which makes up the diode, 
differences in the p-n junction, and the physical size of 
the laser.3

The broad spectral emission region is constrained by a 
necessary intensity level whereby the diode will have enough 
gain at a particular wavelength to produce a population 
inversion with resulting lasing action.4 This amount of 
gain is called the lasing threshold level. A discussion and 
sample calculations on the gain profile across the p-n 
junction of a diode laser are found in Appendix A.

The particular wavelength at which the diode will Iase 
is further constrained by the diode-air interfaces called 
the laser facets. The spacing of these regions creates a 
cavity in which the photons can circulate with a resultant 
lasing action. The laser facets are generally either made 
by polishing the ends or, preferably by cleaving the.chip,5 
creating a mirrored surface due to the index change at the 
interface. However, some higher powered lasers have one
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highly reflecting facet and the other anti-reflection 
coated,6 which proves advantageous for tuning purposes.

Ideally, the wavelengths which can exist within the 
cavity facet walls must have an integral number of half 
wavelengths: nL = mX,/2, where n is the index of refraction 
of the lasing medium. Now, different wavelengths exist for 
different values of m given a. constant L i The different 
wavelengths therefore correspond to the facet modes of the 
laser. The resulting difference in the wavelengths of two 
successive modes is AX = X2/2Ln. Conversely, if the 
wavelength difference is known, the cavity length can easily 
be found. These calculations are shown in Appendix B .

Thus, from a broad spectrum of possibilities, only 
those wavelengths matching the facet boundary conditions 
give rise to possible lasing action. In most lasers which 
circulate photons within their cavity only the mode which 
has the highest gain will Iase. This can be due to only a 
very small difference between the intensities of two 
neighboring modes. After only a few round trips through the 
amplifying medium, a huge difference in the mode intensities 
results which has a ratio on the order of IO12. A particular 
mode can then be preferentially selected, and once this 
happens there is a strong partiality for the laser to remain 
in the selected mode.7

There are two ways to change the mode which lases in 
the diode. One way is to change the gain profile and where
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the modes are in relation to it. This can be accomplished 
by several methods which alter the diode. If the effective 
cavity length of the diode is changed, either by modifying 
the index of refraction or by thermal expansion, a different 
wavelength will then fit inside the cavity and the mode will 
shift. Also, by changing the diode's input current (thus 
the applied voltage,) a change in the gain profile will 
occur and alter which mode has the maximum gain.8

The alternate method for mode selection is to change 
the lasing threshold with respect to the wavelength gain 
profile. If the threshold level can be altered such that 
the gain necessary for a mode in which the diode 
preferentially lases is substantially increased, and the 
neighboring mode's threshold is reduced, then the laser will 
switch to the new mode. This is because the determining 
factor as to which mode will Iase is the gain above the 
threshold level.

One way this tailoring of the threshold level can be 
accomplished is by the use of a diffraction grating. The 
grating will return light of a particular frequency to the 
diode which effectively increases the reflectivity of one of 
the laser's facets and results in a reduced threshold level. 
The gain above the threshold level is thus increased at the 
desired wavelength and this is seen as tuning of the diode's 
wavelength. The reduction in the threshold level also 
allows for the ability to Iase over a larger range of the
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diode1' s spectrum than is seen in a free-running diode. 
Details are provided in Appendix C.

The reduction of the threshold level for a particular 
wavelength by a grating can also be viewed as an increase in 
the circulating power in the laser at the desired 
wavelength. This increase of the intensity at a particular 
wavelength due to the grating is commonly called feedback. 
By changing the frequency of the feedback, the laser is in 
effect tuned to that wavelength.

The application of a grating also creates an external 
cavity. If reflection from the front facet of the diode did 
not exist, perhaps due to a very good coating process, then 
the cavity formed by the diode's back facet and the grating 
would have many modes spaced close together. In Appendix B 
it is shown that the cavity length L = X2 /2nAX. For a 
cavity, the frequency spacing is Av = c/2Ln, or substituting 
Lf Av = cAX/X2 . An example of how this affects the mode 
structure of the plain diode and the external cavity lasers 
here is shown in Figure I .

The differences between the modes shown in Figure I are 
for a diode which lases at 781 nm. This corresponds to the 
Mitsubishi laser studied. The facet mode separation for 
this laser was AX = 0.275 nm => Av = 135 GHz. This value is 
compared to an 11 cm external cavity which has 
AX = 0.00277 nm => Av = 1.36 GHz. Thus there are about 100 
external cavity modes in the spacing between 2 facet modes.
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F a c e t  C a v ity  L e ng th

□
L a s e r  Diode 
|<-------------------

G ra ting

E x te rn a l  C a v ity  L e n g th  

Gain P ro f i le

G ra ting  
In te n s i t y

Facet Modes 
135 GHz 

A X ^  0.275 nm 
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AXj^  0,00277 nn

Figure I. Comparison Between Facet and External 
Cavity Modes

The front facet of the diode plays a strong part in 
determining where one will find lasing modes, and only a few 
external modes will Iase about the facet mode regions. For 
lasers which have an anti-reflection coating, the facet 
modes do not give as strong a mode confinement so more 
external modes are allowed. In an ideal case, the effect of 
the front surface would be completely removed and any 
external cavity mode could then be chosen.
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Also, if the length of the external cavity is changed, 
there will be a corresponding alteration of the lasing 
frequencies. Any frequency under the gain profile could be 
picked. Unfortunately the front surface does play a strong 
role and only modes close to the diode's cavity modes can be
selected.
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENT
External Cavity Configurations

The first order diffracted light from a grating will 
separate the cavity modes, both facet and external, of the 
diode. If the proper geometry is used, a particular laser 
mode can be selected by redirecting that light back into the 
diode. This has the effect of increasing the reflectivity 
of one of the facets and the threshold level of that 
wavelength is reduced. Two geometrical configurations, 
Littrow and grazing incidence, are generally utilized to 
accomplish this process .9,10 (Figure 2)

Grazing IncidenceL i t t r o w

M irror

Grating
Lens

Diode LensDiode

Grating

Figure 2. Littrow and Grazing Incidence
External Cavities.
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In this picture, the emitted light from the laser is 

represented as a solid line and the first order diffracted 
light is the dashed line. In the Littrow case, the first 
order returns directly to the diode so the external cavity 
length is simply L1. In the grazing incidence system, the 
first order is sent to a mirror and then returned to the 
laser. The external cavity length in this case is L2 + L3.

Table I . Diffraction Efficiencies in the First Order 
for Three Gratings at Two Wavelengths.

Grating Lines/mm Polarization 
in relation to 
grating lines

% Diffraction 
633 789

Littrow 1200 Il 89 45
I 63 43

Littrow 1800 Il 21 8
I 62 25

Grazing 1800 Il 15 9
I 45 34

Note: Polarization is parallel to diode interface.

As can be seen in Table I, the Littrow system has a 
higher diffraction efficiency when compared to the grazing 
incidence, but the latter has the advantage that the output 
beam remains at a constant angle. It was found that for
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tuning to be successful, a diffraction efficiency of at 
least 21% was necessary. Operating at the lower 
efficiencies generally was undesirable since the greater the 
amount of feedback, the more likely the diode was to tune to 
the desired frequency and the wider the tuning range.

Both tuning arrangements required a collimated beam. 
Several types of lenses were tried: Newport Microscope 
objective lenses L-65x, M-40x, L-lOx, F-LA40; ILX 4014; and 
Meredith Instruments LDC-IO. Only two of these lenses were 
found to have a reasonable far-field beam profile; M-40x and 
LDC-IO. The disadvantage with the M-40x lens is that since 
its working distance is so short, the diode's protective can 
must be removed. The laser is then exposed to the air which 
oxidizes the facet surfaces and reduces the laser's life 
span. The LDC-IO seems to work well and has a working 
distance large enough so that can removal is not necessary.

M ir r o r

L a s e r
G ra t in g

P iezo 2Lens

Piezo I

Figure 3. 11 cm Littrow External Cavity.
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Grating
1800 lines/inch

Figure 4. 3 cm Compact Littrow

The Littrow configuration that was most often used is 
shown in Figure 3. This design has an external cavity 
length of 11 cm. Originally, the external cavity was over 
a meter long and consisted of large bases and unstable 
platforms. Tuning of the laser was possible but reducing 
the cavity size has helped immensely. The most recent 
development is the 3 cm external cavity system shown in 
Figure 4. This was possible because of the smaller lens 
array from Meredith Instruments. The reduction of the 
cavity size from the original system is on the order of 97%, 
with the result of a much more stable laser system.
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The external cavity shown in Figure 3 does have a few 

advantages that the most recent system has not yet acquired. 
Foremost is the thermal control of the laser by thermistors 
which are built, into the ILX Lightwave laser mount. 
Secondlyf there are no piezoelectric controllers for the 
grating angle or cavity length in the compact version.

The first piezo controls the grating's rotational 
stage. Coarse tuning is accomplished by a micrometer, and 
the piezo was computer-controlled via a Stanford Research 
Systems SR510 and a Burleigh RC-44 ramp generator. This 
system was used to effectively study the facet and external, 
cavity mode transitions. The second piezo controls the 
external cavity length; however the piezo's length change ' 
was only enough to modify the external cavity modes. A 
mirror was added to the rotational stage to transform the 
angular change of the 0th order into a very small 
translational change. Lab equipment connections, grating 
and mirror calculations are found in Appendix D .

The Littrow configuration was the preferred design in 
that it was fairly easy to align for tuning and provided 
stable, consistent results. The aluminum base to which the 
component parts were attached was later found to have 
observable thermal expansion effects.

A second configuration was briefly explored. The 
grazing incidence set-up (Figure 5) essentially used the 
same components but in a different order. The tuning and
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cavity length adjustments were accomplished by rotation and 
translation of the mirror while the grating was held at a 
fixed angle of 75°. This angle was chosen as a compromise 
between the maximum number of lines illuminated while 
retaining a diffraction efficiency greater than 21%. 
Alignment for this configuration was somewhat easier than 
for the Littrow case, but there were some instabilities in 
the external mode structure that made this system less 
desirable.

 ̂ Riezo I

M irVor

Piezo 2

Lens
G r a t in g

Figure 5. Grazing Incidence External Cavity

Other Considerations
To increase the stability of the external cavity 

against unwanted vibrations which would cause mode 
transitions, several inches of foam padding were placed 
between the table and the cavity's base plate. This helped.
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kut it was also necessary to enclose the cavity in a box to 
shield it from unwanted air temperature variations caused by 
drafts from the air conditioning system. Even with these 
measures, long term (2 hour) studies showed that thermal 
variations of a degree Celsius still caused mode shifts on 
the order of several GHz.

The mode structures of the various diode lasers, free 
running and in external cavity systems, were studied with 
three apparatus: spectrograph, Fabry-Perot, and a 
Supercavity Fabry-Perot. In the spectrograph, a collimated 
beam passed through a single slit of 10 (im, continued for 
1.5 m to a 450 line/mm concave reflection grating and back 
another 1.5 m to a 1024 diode Reticon array whose signal was 
displayed on an oscilloscope. For the Fabry-Perot, the 
laser's beam was expanded by a microscope objective lens and 
recollimated by a 5 cm focal length lens. The beam passed 
through a Burleigh Fabry-Perot, and was focused onto a 
photodiode whose signal was sent to an oscilloscope. The 
Supercavity's configuration and calculations are found in 
Appendix F . The light was sent to the Super cavity by 
optical fiber so that a consistently mode matched signal 
would be provided even when the diode was moved. As with 
the Fabry-Perot, the resulting signal was focused onto a 
high-gain photodiode and the output sent to an oscilloscope.

The resulting spectra from these three instruments were 
displayed on a Tektronix 2230 storage oscilloscope which was
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able to capture a picture of the screen. The data was then 
transferred to an AT&T 6300 Plus computer and stored. Most 

the data acquisition was automated to a certain extent by 
the AT&T controlling the experiments via GPIB interfaces. 
^ schematic is in Appendix D . Appendix E has a listing 
of the main controlling program that was used.

After the data was transferred from the oscilloscope 
into an (x, y) array, conversion of the data into graphical 
form was necessary. Generally this involved two steps: 
firstr simultaneously converting the oscilloscope values of 
x into nm or GHz and offset y to represent the changing 
configuration (grating angle, cavity length, time, 
temperature, etc.) as well as the intensity at a given 
wavelength or frequency; second the many separate data files 
were combined into a single unit which the Grapher program 
could display as a three dimensional plot. This tended to 
be a tedious process as the resulting data files were on the 
order of 20, 000 data points. The data conversion and 
compilation was usually performed on a Zenith 386 20 MHz 
computer so that the process could be accomplished in a 
reasonable length of time.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Inherent Spectra of Several Diode Lasers 

The first studies are of the free-running spectrum of 
various diode lasers. As can .be seen in Figure 6 for a 
Toshiba TOLD 9211 laser diode which is centered at about 
670 nm, the gain profile is fairly evident as well as the 
individual modes created by the facet cavity. Since one 
mode has a higher gain than the neighboring modes, it tends 
to dominate in the spectrum. If the current is increased, 
there is often an even greater dominance of one mode as is 
evident in Figure 7. However, neighboring modes still have 
enough gain to Iase and for many applications this multiple 
mode response is undesirable. A composite graph showing how 
the gain profile changes for a particular laser is seen in 
Figure 8. This image clearly shows several interesting 
features. By measuring the spacing between the modes, the 
laser diode's cavity length can be found as shown in 
Appendix B .

As the current increases, the gain profile should shift 
to shorter wavelengths if only the carrier density is taken 
into account. However, the mode structure has an obvious
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W a v e l e n g t h  ( n m)

Figure 6. TOLD 9211 Multimode Spectrum
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Figure 7. TOLD 9211 "Single Mode"
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shift to longer wavelengths by about 0.75 nm for the current 
increase seen in Figure 8. Although this type of shifting 
seems to be in contradiction with models due to the carrier 
density,11 thermal expansion effects are known to have a 
much more significant effect.12 It would seem that the 
increased current must raise the temperature of the diode 
even though there is a temperature control on the diode's 
heat sink. An increased temperature would give rise to 
thermal expansion of the diode, thus creating the shift to 
longer wavelengths.

What is disturbing is that another diode of the same 
brand and model behaved rather differently. Figure 9 shows 
a second TOLD 9211 (this . one was labeled 7669) but this 
diode does not exhibit as much of a multimode tendency. The 
preferred mode does display an equivalent shift (= .75 nm) 
to longer wavelengths. However, it was noticed that shortly, 
after data was taken for a tuning experiment, and after the 
diode was briefly subjected to a current of 52 mA while in 
a Littrow arrangement, the diode behaved oddly. It would 
only Iase at higher currents (> 50 mA) and exhibited a 
multimode spectra as the first laser did.

This type of sudden change was also noticed on another 
TOLD 9211 laser. It seems as though these lasers undergo a 
Part--i-ai change to their gain profile, perhaps a type of 
flattening so that several modes are allowed to Iase 
simultaneously. Since these lasers must thereafter be run
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Figure 9. Mode Structure for a Second TOLD 9211
vs. Injection Current
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at higher currents, it has been common to refer to them as 
having had "strokes" as they weren't quite dead, but they 
didn't function as they had earlier. Only TOLD 9211 diodes 
seemed to have strokes; when other laser types had 
accidents, they completely died.

Figure 10 shows the behavior of a Mitsubishi 4402-01 
laser. The main peak is near 781 nm. Again, as the laser 
current is increased, the mode spectrum moves to a longer 
wavelength, but the shift this time is only by one facet 
mode (.33 nm.) Figure 11 is the last laser studied, it is 
a high powered (20 mW maximum output) IR laser. This laser 
has a unique behavior in that the mode actually shifted to 
a shorter wavelength as the current increased. This could 
be a result of the unique coating structure on the diode's 
facets. One facet has a highly reflective coating of A,/4 
layers of alternating Al2O3 and amorphous Si while the other 
has an antireflection coating of the Al2O3.13

Although this laser may be following the expected 
movement of the gain profile to shorter wavelengths at 
higher currents, careful inspection of the graph does reveal 
that there is a shorter wavelength mode which would Iase at 
the lower currents but does not have quite enough gain. As 
the current is increased the longer wavelength dominates 
thus suggesting that there is a "desire" for some sort of a 
shift to longer wavelengths resulting from thermal 
expansion.
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Figure 10. Mode Structure for a Mitsubishi 4402-01
vs. Injection Current
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Figure 11. Mode Structure for a Sharp LT024MDO
vs. Injection Current
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Mode Transition Experiments

The application of an external cavity dramatically 
alters the spectra of even some quite multimode profiles. 
For example, Figure 6 of a TOLD 9211 laser clearly shows af 
least 12 modes, but when the Littrow configuration external 
cavity was applied, the spectrum becomes that of a single, 
dominant facet mode. (Figure 12) This ability to choose a 
single mode is a direct consequence of the reduced threshold 
level allowing the wavelength associated with that 
particular mode to have an artificially augmented gain level 
as was mentioned in Appendix C .

Figure 13 is the composite of many mode structure 
graphs, each taken at a separate grating angle. ' At the 
bottom center of the graph many modes can be seen. This is 
essentially the free running spectrum similar to a single 
line in Figure 8. The grating has little effect on the laser 
because the reduced threshold level from the grating does 
not reach the gain profile. As the grating angle shifts, 
the threshold level crosses more, of the gain profile and a 
particular mode is excited. The odd shift in the second 
quarter of the data was due to human error; there should be 
no overlapping or missing modes. The tuning range of 9 nm 
is centered about the 670 nm wavelength. The modes seen at 
the top of the graph are believed to be caused by 
reflections off the edge of the microscope objective lens 
used to collimate the beam. The reasoning is that these
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Figure 12. Single Mode from a Littrow Cavity
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Figure 13. Tuning Range with Grating for 

TOLD 9211; X = 670 nm
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modes are weaker than most of the main modes, they follow 
the same general pattern as the main modes, and they are 
close to the wavelength of the last modes in the main 
sequence. Also, at the grating angle used to tune to this 
structure, the diffracted light was at the lens edge.

Better alignment of the collimating lens seems to be 
evident for the case of the Mitsubishi 4402 laser as seen in 
Figure 14. At the bottom of the graph the free running mode 
is clearly visible and the tuning is symmetric about this 
wavelength. These modes are spaced farther apart due to a 
shorter diode cavity. Again, the tuning range is about 
9 nm. In both Figures 13.and 14, at the extreme ends of the 
tuning ranges, the central modes start to make an appearance 

the gain is at the unmodified threshold level.
The tuning range spectra of the Sharp LT024MD0 was made 

with the 3 cm external cavity of Figure 4. The angular 
change of the grating in all three tuning graphs is similar: 
12 to 20 milliradians. The larger peak heights of Figure 15 
are due to the scaling factor used to make comprehensible 
graphs in 13 and 14. The mode spacing of the Sharp was 
s^^dlar to that of the Mitsubishi laser, as was the output 
wavelength, although the tuning range was wider at 11.4 nm.
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N a v e l  en g th

Figure 14. Tuning Range with Grating for 
Mitsubishi 4402-01/ X - 781 run
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W a v e  Ien g th ( n m)
Figure 15. Tuning Range for Sharp LT024MD0 

in 3 cm Littrow; X = 788 nm
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The transitions of the facet modes for the lasers were 

interesting. In Appendix D f a many slit diffraction pattern 
with 7000 lines has a full peak width of 0.2 mrad is shown. 
The mode separation of adjacent facet modes in the TOLD 9211 
is also 0.2 mrad so the grating is just able to resolve the 
separate facet modes. However, when the grating is tuned 
between two modes, both modes may receive enough feedback to 
Iase. This leads to a transition that is not absolute, but 
rather to one that shifts its preference gradually. Instead 
of a quick switch, or mode hop, there is a slow change, a 
mode ooze, which is clearly evident in Figure 16. If the 
facet between the grating and the back facet could be 
removed, a continuous transition would easily result. A 
similar effect is evident for the Mitsubishi laser, but 
because the modes.are spaced farther apart, the transition 
is more abrupt. (Figure 17) The. mode oozing is 
characteristic of the change between facet modes for all the 
lasers studied. For a shorter transition period, the modes 
need to be spaced farther apart or more.lines of a grating 
need to be illuminated to reduce angular dispersion.

The mode structure of the diode lasers when viewed with 
a Fabry-Perot had a surprising result. In Appendix D, it is 
calculated that the angular movement of the grating to 
change one facet mode is on the order of 3 grad. However, 
experimentally the angular change is closer to 30 grad.
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Figure 16 Mode Transition for TOLD 9211
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Figure 17 Mode Transition for Mitsubishi 4402-01
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The tendency for a laser to stay in one mode seems to 

be a result of the relatively large angular change necessary 
to change the threshold profile since its peak width is 
■̂ar9® compared to the angular change necessary for the 
external modes. The Toshiba (Figure 18) and Mitsubishi 

19) lasers display similar characteristics in their 
external cavity mode transitions. Both show a penchant for 
remaining in the tuned mode, as mentioned above, even though 
there are traces of neighboring external cavity modes. 
Also, during the transition from one mode to the next, there 
Is a region of ambiguity where the laser briefly runs in a 
number of modes before locking into the next mode. The 
facet mode transition is seen to be about I GHz which is 
consistent with the 11 cm cavity used.

The spectra for the Sharp laser (figure 20) is much 
cleaner during the external cavity mode transitions and. no 
neighboring modes can be seen. This is believed to be due 
to the antireflection coating on the front facet surface and 
the higher power levels of the laser's output. There is an 
even stronger tendency for this laser to remain in a given 
mode. The shift and slight curvature of the mode are 
similar to effects seen with temperature variations. Near 
the top of this graph, there is a radical movement of the 
mode. The movement may actually be an 11 GHz leftward jump.
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Frequency ( GHz)

Figure 18. External Mode Tuning: TOLD 9211
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Figure 19 External Mode Tuning: Mitsubishi 4402-01
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12.00
equen cy ( GHz)

Figure 20 External Mode Tuning: Sharp LT024MD0 
Fabry-Perot at 2 cm
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Figure 21, taken with a shorter Fabry-Perot spacing of 

1.55 mm, shows that larger shifts are possible. The 
behavior at the upper quarter of Figure 21 shows the 
transition between facet modes. The region without' 
substantial mode structure is where this laser is running 
with multiple external cavity modes as well as changing 
between two facet modes.

Transitions between the facet modes were easy to obtain 
and both the Littrow and grazing incidence systems worked 
well to accomplish this task. But there was a difference 
between the two when it came to tuning the external cavity 
modes; the Littrow configuration was far more stable. The 
grazing incidence system was able to tune to a single 
external mode, but as conditions changed, either from 
temperature variations or by grating rotation, the mode 
became unstable.

The effect in Figure 22 is for an expanding cavity 
length, but similar results were seen when trying to tune to 
a successive external mode or when watching the system's 
intrinsic stability. The mode would start in a stable, 
locked pattern, then it would become erratic before going 
multimode. Because of this behavior, not only with the TOLD 
laser, but also with the Sharp, the grazing incidence system 
was not extensively studied.
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Figure 22. Grazing Incidence Cavity Expansion
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Frequency Peak Width and Stability

The frequency peak width of the external cavity mode 
was narrower than that which the Fabry-Perot could resolve. 
The modification of a second Fabry-Perot into a Supercavity 
is discussed in Appendix F . The results from the 
Supercavity are encouraging as to the ability of the Sharp 
laser to run single mode in an external cavity.

Figure 23 shows the free spectral range of the 
Supercavity and the single lasing mode. When using a Sharp 
LT024MD0 20 mW diode, the maximum power output was 0.84 mW. 
The apparent large difference between the diode's maximum 
rating and the final output is due to several effects. 
First, for the currents at which the diodes were typically 
run (50 mA) , the power output after collimation of the. 
laser was measured at 4 m W . Since the first order 
diffraction efficiency for the grating is typically around 
40%, the possible output is reduced to under 3 mW. Other 
losses must account for the remainder of the 66% decrease. 
Higher outputs can be obtained by running the laser at a 
higher current but this may shorten the diode's life.

Figure 24 is an expanded view of one of the peaks from 
Figure 23. The. peak width is measured to be 1.69 MHz. This 
width gives the Supercavity a finesse of 4,400. The 
expected finesse for the cavity is 10,000 so it should be 
possible to see a peak width of 750 kHz. The discrepancy 
seems to be due to the R-C time constant of the
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Figure 24. Supercavity Line Width for an 
External Cavity with Sharp LT024MD0
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photodetector and connecting cable measuring the signal.

In studying the external cavity's modes, it was noticed 
that there were some unexplained shifts. When a free 
running Sharp laser, which is inherently single mode, was 
viewed in the Supercavity over the course of two hours, a 
definite change in the mode position occurred. (Figure 25) 
This shift is not primarily due to the laser, but rather to 
the effect of variations in the room temperature which 
changed the Supercavity. For this graph, there was a 1.4°C 
change in the room. temperature, with a peak change at a 
somewhat higher level. The mode shifting is related to the 
thermal expansion of the aluminum parts used in the 
Supercavity. Aluminum was chosen over Invar, which has a 
much smaller thermal expansion coefficient, because of the 
abundance and ability to be easily machined.

As the base of the 11 cm external cavity was also made 
of aluminum, thermal expansion plays a part in the mode 
characteristics. In Figure 26, the thermal shift associated 
with the Supercavity is seen as the broad rightward movement 
of the modes, while the leftward shift, and subsequent mode 
hops,, are due to the expansion of the base plate.

The thermal expansion of the base plate for the 
external cavity proved to be a factor over long (2 hour) 
studies. In a cavity n = 2L/X and v = nc/2L. For cavity 
expansion Av = V1 - V2 = (c/2) (!/L1 - I/L2) = cAL/2L2.
So AL ~  2L2Av /c . Thermal expansion of aluminum is
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Figure 25. Supercavity Drift
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Al = OLAt where a  = 25 x 10"6m/°C.14

For the 11 cm external cavity with a I.4°C temperature 
change the length change is 3.85 Jlm. Although the frequency 
change measured from Figure 27 is 14.5 GHz which would 
correspond to a cavity expansion of 4.2 Jlm (and a difference 
of ss 8%) using this value would not be quite correct. The 
thermal shift of the Supercavity needs to be compensated for 
by aligning the modes.shift segments in a continuous line. 
The reasoning for this is that if there were no temperature 
variation for the Supercavityf then the mode shifts would 
form a vertical band as each mode passed across the gain 
profile. Mode tuning by thermal control of the.external 
cavity is not desirable due to the time delay for the system 
to settle down and because a better result can be obtained 
by movement of the grating.

Since it is the mode shiftf and not the hops, that 
characterizes the expanding cavity, placement of the modes 
with each new mode shift segment placed above the end of the 
previous one should give a reasonably accurate result for 
the cavity length change. (Figures 27 and 28) The thermal 
expansion of the external cavity's base plate can be found 
by measuring the total resultant change and comparing this 
to the known temperature change.
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Figure 27. Drift Before Mode Alignment
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Unfortunately this process was only moderately 

successful. The shift due to cavity expansion now seems to 
be 5.25 GHz which is 1.52 |lm. This is a difference of 60%. 
Part of this large discrepancy could be due to an error in 
measuring the temperature or to temperature induced changes 
to other components in the system.
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION

Tuning a laser diode has been shown to be relatively 
easy to accomplish with a high line/mm grating and a good 
collimating lens. Piezo controls for the grating angle and 
cavity length are useful for adjusting the mode structure 
and tuning. A mirror which rotates along with the grating 
is convenient to keep the beam in line with other optics.

The transition between neighboring facet modes is a 
gradual process owing to a shift of the reduced lasing 
threshold level across the diode's gain profile. Facet 
modes which Iase are in the region where the gain is above 
the lasing threshold. Usually, only one facet mode will 
Iase in a properly tuned external cavity. However, as the 
grating is rotated, two modes may simultaneously exist at an 
angle where the threshold level provides for two modes with 
equivalent gain. The transition between modes is often a 
gradual shift between the relative intensities with one mode 
eventually dominating.

On an expanded view, there are several external cavity 
modes which may exist under a single facet mode profile. 
The transition between the external cavity modes is similar
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that of the facet modes in a general sense but there are 

several unique features. First is that although a simple 
calculation involving the grating angle is sufficient to 
predict facet mode transitions, external cavity modes tend 
to be more resistant to change than what is expected from 
the equation.

Second, at the transition point, the spectrum tends to 
either become multimode (as for the Toshiba and Mitsubishi 
lasers) or has a sudden transition (seen for the Sharp 
diode) . The sudden external mode shift seems to be the. 
result of a good antireflection coating on the diode's 
facet. The most stable Littrow system employed the Sharp 
LT024MD0 laser. An external cavity device with an "off the 
shelf" laser seems to work best with a high powered diode 
which has an AR coating already on the front facet.

In a very easily made Littrow type external cavity, the 
Sharp laser provided a tuning range of 11.4 nm, a single 
mode with a peak width less than 1.7 MHz, and an output 
power of nearly I mW. This is an easily transportable 
system where alignment is not extremely difficult and is 
therefore a very■ promising and relatively inexpensive 
system.
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APPENDIX A

GAIN PROFILE ACROSS A P-N JUNCTION
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The most basic model of the laser diode consists of two 

materials, an n-type donor and a p-type acceptor, joined by 
an interface. When a voltage is applied across the 
interface, electrons pass from the n to the p sides. To do 
this they drop from an energy level of the conduction band 
(E0) to the energy level of the valence band (Et) , with the 
difference being the energy of the band gap. (Figure 2 915)

--̂c(l-eVLp)+ Fcq

ItdE-ev where % = Fcq-CEc+AE-eV)
<1 - 1/e)

- K e V lp + Ev
w here  ^  =CEv -  FVo>e

Figure 29. Energy Difference Between Fermi Levels

The electrons occupy states in the conduction band with 
energy at the quasi-Fermi conduction level Fc and end up 
with an energy of the quasi-Fermi valence level Ft. Each of
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these Fermi levels can be approximated by e~x/L where x is 
zero at the diffusion length of the electrons or holes in 
the semiconductor. The energy difference between the Fermi 
levels is therefore F = Fe - Ft.

The optical gain of a laser is the ratio of the 
stimulated transmission to the photon flux:

g  = (I)

where the stimulated transmission is the difference between 
the absorption and emission transition rates.16 The 
transition rates are proportional to the fraction of 
available energy states from which and to which the 
electrons can move so rmtim = pc - pT. With

P v = e {Er'Fv) and p c = e {Ec~Fc), (2)

and assuming that the flux and energy of the band gap are 
constant, the gain across the gap and has the form of:

t-rc>rv
g{x) « e kT where,

(1-i>

Fv =Ev - e (Ev-FvJ  ■ e .

(3)

This equation can be used to provide a graphical 
representation of how the gain changes across the p-n 
junction.
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Material J unction

Distance From Junction

Figure 30. Gain Profile Across P N Junction

In Figure 30, equation 3 is graphed using some approximate 
values for a typical GaAs diode: E = 1.5 eV, kT = 0.026 eV 
(room temperature), and a diffusion length of 2 Jlm.17 The 
slight veil of reality must be taken with caution as many 
constants are ignored; the graph is only meant to represent 
the general shape of the gain profile in relation to the 
distance from the material interface. The threshold level 
is meant to give the impression that the lasing, which only 
takes place when the gain is above threshold, only happens 
near the interface.18
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It is common knowledge that a cavity of length L can 

support an integral number of half wavelengths. In the case 
of the diode laser, the index of refraction is n = 3.6.19 
This number needs to be included in the effective length of 
the cavity so nL = mX/2. Now, for a different value of m, 
another slightly different wavelength can fit in the cavity 
giving rise to an equivalent expression of the length:
L = m1X1/2n = m2X2/2n. If one lets m2 = Iti1 + I and 
X2 = X1 - AX then

Zfi1X 1 _ (Zfi1 + !) (X1-AX) _ Q 
2 zi 2 zi (4)

-X1+zn1A X - A X  = 0,

and since X » AX, and m is large, -X1 + Iti1AX = 0. Therefore 
In1 = X1ZAX. Replacing m in the original equation yields 
L = X21/2nAX or AX = X2 /2nL. So given a known AX, the
diode's length can be determined. The experimental results 
for cavity lengths of three types of lasers used are listed 
in Table II.

This equation was also used to find the mode spacing of 
the external cavity lasers. The cavity length was measured 
at 11.0 ± .5 cm with n = I since the cavity was in air.



Table II. Typical Diode Lengths
61

Laser X AX ± 0.019 nm 
Facet

Diode L flm AX±0.00013 nm 
External

Toshiba 670 0.157 400 ± 40 0.00204
Mitsub. 781 0.275 308 ± 20 0.00277
Sharp 788 0.314 275 ± 15 0.00283
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APPENDIX C

GAIN AND THRESHOLD CALCULATION
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For the external cavity system with feedback provided 

by a diffraction grating, three types of gratings were used: 
a 1200 line/mm grating in Littrow, an 1800 line/mm grating 
in Littrow and 1800 line/mm grating at grazing incidence. 
The diode's beam profile which was incident on the gratings 
was Imm x 5mm.

In the 1200 line/mm Littrow configuration, the beam 
width perpendicular to the grating lines was 5mm and 
incident at 26°. The effective number of grating lines 
illuminated was therefore:

(5mm 1200 lines/mm) / Cos(26°) = 6700 lines.
For the 1800 line/mm grating in Littrow, the polarization of 
the light had a greater diffraction efficiency when the beam 
was oriented so that the width perpendicular to the grating 
lines was 1mm. The grating angle was 45°. The number of 
illuminated lines was then:

(lmm 1800 lines/mm) / Cos(45°) = 2250.
For the grazing incidence, the beam was again lmm wide so 

(lmm 1800 lines/mm) / Cos(75°) = 7000 lines.
The calculations for the threshold level use this value 

of 7000 lines as the number of slits for a multiple slit 
diffraction pattern which is appropriate for a diffraction 
grating. A good approximation for the gain profile with 
respect to wavelength for a GaAs laser diode is given by M. 
Yamada and Y . Suematsu.20 There the equation for the diode 
gain (a) is:
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= 9ln (0> -nj1’ -h'(km-Xp) 2] , (5)<_M>

where:
g = 1.18 x IO37 m 2 iŝ  the inclination of the gain to 

n<°>,
n (0) =2.97 x IO24 m-3 is the number of injected carriers.

h' = (hto/X) 2h (1>. = 3 x IO19 m_3A; h (1) is tlie broadening of 
■ the gain on photon energy,

Xm = center of the gain profile, the calculation will 
be for the 788nm center of the Sharp laser diode, 

Xp is varied from 7780 to 7980A.
A rough model for the lasing threshold level is:

where a is the total internal loss, I is the diode length, 
T1 and r2 are the reflectivities of the diode facets; c is 
a constant that takes into account mode confinement, 
injection current, and other calibration constants.21 
Since I is a constant, it can be effectively absorbed into 
c' to make c and promptly ignored. c' a  = C0 can be viewed 
as calibrating the threshold level in relation to the gain 
profile.

nG(1> = 2.1 x IO24 m 3 is another number for carriers.

(6)
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The important dependency to be noted is that of t on 

the reflectivities of the diode facet surfaces with air. 
For GaAsf n = 3.6 so rQ =[ (n-1) / (n+1) ] 2 = 0.32. This is 
fine for the back surface, but the light which is returned 
from the grating to the diode essentially increases the 
reflectivity of the front surface for the grating's 
wavelength selection. Therefore the threshold level can be 
approximated by t = C0 + c In (0.32 r)M, where r is now the 
total reflectivity of the front facet surface and the 
grating.

As the effective r of the front surface increases, the 
threshold level of the gain needed for lasing will decrease 
since there is effectively more light circulating in the 
diode. Now the grating returns light in a frequency 
dependent manner according to many slit diffraction theory:

J(6) Sin (NTfSind) . Sin [^tSinQ) 
SiniT'SinB) N p 1SinB

(7)

where F' = 2na/Xr (3' = 2n b / X f a is the grating line spacing 
and b is the line width, and N is the number of lines.22
From the grating equation, SinG = X_/a for 1st order
diffraction., This then reduces F' SinG to F = TcaXmaxZX, and 
P' SinG to P = TCbXtaaxZX. Because the reflectivity of the 
front surface is never less than 0.32 assuming no anti
reflection coatings, r can ideally range from 0.32 to I 
although in reality it is always less than I since there is
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output coupling. This then has the effect of setting 
r = rc + I (0) .

The intensity of light returned to the diode then 
essentially alters the reflectivity of the front surface by:

r + J. Sin(NF) . SinP
Sin I Np 

The threshold level then becomes:

(8)

t + c In 0.32-(0.32 + J0 Sin(NF) . Sin P
N Sinl Np

(9)

Threshold
Level

Diode
Gain
Profile

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 31. Gain and Threshold Levels for Wavelength
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The graph seen in Figure 31 is a composite of equations 

(5) and (9) to show the relation between the gain profile 
and the lasing threshold level. The gain profile is 
centered about 788 nm which is the lasing wavelength for a 
.Sharp diode. The threshold level's structure is determined 
by a many slit diffraction pattern. Here it is seen for 
7000 slits which are equivalent to the number of grating 
lines covered. The threshold has its minimum at the 
wavelength to which the external cavity is tuned due to the 
grating's angle in relation to the diode. For this graph 
the selected wavelength is 790 nm. Lasing occurs when the 
gain is above threshold and is represented by the shaded 
region on the graph.
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APPENDIX D

EQUIPMENT
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This appendix contains several parts. First there will 

be a discussion on the lab set-up and devices used. Next 
there will be calculations for ideal systems as well as for 
the length and angle changes used in the experiments. 
Finally there will be calculations of dispersion, facet and 
external cavity mode separation, and a comparison of modes.

i . Lab Equipment
The general configuration of the items used in the lab 

is given in Figure 32. The AT&T 6300 PC Plus controlled all 
instruments by a National Instruments GPIB. The current and 
temperature of the laser were controlled through an ILX 
LDC-3722. The grating angle was controlled by a piezo 
driver with voltage supplied from the Burleigh RC-44 ramp 
generator. The Burleigh was controlled by a Stanford 
Research SR510 lock-in amplilfier which was GPIB compatible. 
The signals from the spectrograph or Fabry-Perots were 
stored on the Tektronics 2230 storage oscilloscope and then 
transmitted to the computer; this was also a GPIB process 
controlled from the AT&T. The controlling program can be 
found in Appendix E .

The output beam of the external cavity was sent to 
three devices: the spectrograph, Fabry-Perot, and
Supercavity. The spectrograph had a variable slit width of 
65 (lm to 10 pn. The signal was detected by a 1024 pixel 
Reticon array. When the beam was sent through the Fabry- 
Perot, the signal was focused onto a photodetector. For the
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Figure 32. Lab Configuration for Mode 
Transition Experiments

supercavity, the beam was sent through a fiberoptic cable to 
assure mode matching in the cavity. The resulting signal 
was very weak so a high gain photodetector by Thorlabs was 
used.

ii. Use of a Mirror
A mirror was added to the rotation stage on which the 

grating was mounted. The mirror replaced a rather large 
angular motion of the beam with a relatively small 
translational effect. The tuning range of the laser diodes 
was typically about 15 milliradians. Without the mirror, at 
a distance of two meters from the grating, this angular 
change would translate into a 3 cm movement of the beam. 
With the mirror oriented parallel to the grating surface, 
the output beam continued parallel to its original 
trajectory. For 15 mrad change, a 2 cm spacing between the 
grating and mirror, and a grating angle of 9 = 26°, the 
translation is Ay = 2 [Sin(9 + O.OlSrad) - Sin9] = 0.18 mm.
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If the mirror is oriented so that the output beam is
perpendicular to the original path, then
Ax = 2 [Cos(6 f 0.015rad) - Cos0] = 0.24 mm. At 45°,
Ax = Ay. Thus, when optical equipment is sensitive to 
change in the beam alignment, or placed a long distance away 
from the Littrow external cavity, it is very advantageous to 
redirect the beam with a mirror, but the orientation of the 
mirror is not that critical.

iii. Grating Rotation
The grating rotation was measured by setting a Reticon 

array 2.045 ± 0.005 meters from the grating. A voltage was 
applied to the piezo driver and . the change of where the 
maximum signal on the Reticon was measured on the 
oscilloscope. As there was some hysteresis of the piezo, 
only the center voltages were used. The time difference on 
the scope for a 20 volt difference was 0.120 ms. Since each 
diode measured 4.1 |ls and is 25 Jlm wide, the beam moved 
0.0366 mm/V. So the angular change per volt is:
AG = tan"1 (0.0366/2045) = 17.9 prad/V. For micrometer
adjustments the movement is 1.816 rad/inch.

iv. Cavity Length Change
The length change of the 11 cm external cavity was due 

solely to the change in the tube piezo which held the 
grating in the Littrow configuration and the mirror in the 
grazing incidence system. The piezo length change is for 
550 V, which is the maximum voltage the Burleigh would give
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for bias 2 to which the piezo was connected. The standard 
tube length change equation is: Al = d31v (1/t) where I is 
tube length, t is the wall thickness, v is applied voltage, 
and d31 is a material constant.23 For the EDO piezo, 
d31 = -173 x IO"12 m/V so Al = 0.761 |lm. Since the piezo is 
at a 26° angle, for the Littrow configuration the cavity 
length expansion becomes I = Al/cos (2 6°) = 0.847 |hn.

v. Ideal Pivot Arm Condition 
For the ideal Littrow external cavity, one would want 

the cavity length to expand while the grating is rotating so 
that the mode shift follows the shift in the threshold 
level. To accomplish this feat, the grating will need to be 
on a pivot arm as in Figure 33 where r is the length of the 
arm, a is the spacing of the grating lines, and I is the 
distance to the laser. The autocollimation grating equation 
gives X = 2aSin0 and differentiation yields dX/d0 = 2aCos0. 
The individual modes are separated by I = mX/2 => X = 21/m. 
Differentiation of these equations give dX/dl = m/2 = X/l=> 
AX/Al = X/l. Combining this with the equivalent grating 
equation expression one has:
AX = XAl/I = A02aCos0. But Al = rA0/Cos0 so replacing and 
dividing both sides by A0 yields Xr/lCos0 = 2aCos0 or, 
finally r = 2alCos20/X. For a Sharp laser (788nm) in the 
3 cm mount, 1800 line/mm grating, and 0 = 45° this equation 
gives r = 2.12 cm « I" which happens to be about the r for 
this mount.
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Laser

Figure 33. Example of a Pivot Arm

vi. Grating Resolving Power
The resolving power for a grating in autocollimation is 

defined as R =  X/ (AX)mln = mn where m is the diffracted order 
and n is the number of illuminated lines.24 The minimum 
wavelength resolvable in the first order is simply AX = n/X. 
For the TOLD 9211 laser, Appendix C showed n = 6700, 
so AX = 0.100 nm. Since the observed mode separation from 
Table II in Appendix B has AX = 0.157 nm, the facet modes 
are clearly resolved. The external cavity modes however, 
have AX = 0.00204 nm so these modes are not clearly resolved 
which leads to problems when trying to tune the laser.

vii. Mode Separation in a Littrow Cavity 
In the Littrow external cavity, the angular separation 

of facet modes can be easily calculated. The standard
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grating equation for first order diffraction is:
SinGr + SinG1 = X/2a, where Gr and G1 are measured in the 
same direction and normal from the grating; a is the line 
spacing of the grating. In the Littrow system/ the first 
mode will be returned on the original beam path 
(autocollimation) so Gr = G1 and the grating equation becomes 
G0 = Sin""1 (X,/2a) where G0 = Gr. The next mode will be 
returned at a slightly different angle:
SinG1 - SinG0 = X1Za. With X1 = X + AX and replacing for 
SinG0 gives the simple expression/

Qr = Sin~i I Xj • (10)

For the TOLD 9211 laser and the 1200 line/mm grating,
X =  670 nm and a = 833 nm. Appendix B showed that the facet 
modes had a separation AX = 0.157 nm (from Table II). The 
angular mode separation is then AG = Gr - G0 = 0.206 mrad. 
This value is consistent with experimental data which is 
shown in Figure 16.

For external cavity modes, the angular separation is 
now calculated with AX = 0.00204 nm. The result has 
AG = 2.67 firad. This is not consistent as Figure 18 shows 
a 30 jirad change. As mentioned above, this inconsistency 
may be directly related to the resolution problem.
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The following are listings of the program used to 

acquire data and convert it into a meaningful data array. 
This .program was written in QuickBASIC. The program name is 
Overlord, it controlled the laser's temperature and current 
through the LDC, and the grating angle through the SR510. 
The program then queries the Tektronics scope to receive the 
stored data.

Figure 34. Program Overlord

DECLARE SUB initldc (ldc%)
DECLARE SUB initsrSlO (SR51.0%)
' This program transfers data from Tektronics 2230 
oscilloscope to an x,y
' data array file. Also gives control of the laser Idc and 
srSlO .
' Program written by Steven Sahyun June 19, 1992.
' This program used the qbasic program "Quickmap" by Tim 
Heumier as a basis
' and operations found in the BASICA program "Oscope" by 
Phill Battle and 
' Andy Struckhoff
DECLARE SUB round (number!, digits!)
DECLARE SUB pause (t!)
DECLARE SUB initscopel (scopel%)
DECLARE FUNCTION StrTok$ (RET$, Delimeters$)
' QuickBASIC Declarations RevC6
' NOTE : include this file only if you are using QuickBASIC 
Version 4.0 or
' higher, or Microsoft BASIC 6.0 or higher.
' Common GPIB status variables

COMMON SHARED ibsta%, IBERR%, ibcnt%, scopel%, scope2%, x 
’ Dimentioned Variables
DIM yval (1030)
DIM xval (1030)

' GPIB Subroutine Declarations
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DECLARE SUB IBBNA (bd%, BDNAME$)DECLARE SUB IBCAC (bd%, v%)
DECLARE SUB IBCLR (bd%)
DECLARE SUB IBCMD (bd%, CMD$)
DECLARE SUB IBCMDA. (bd%, CMD$)
DECLARE SUB IBDMA (bd%, v%)
DECLARE SUB IBEOS (bd%, v%)
DECLARE SUB IBEOT (bd%, v%)
DECLARE SUB ibfind (BDNAME$, bd%)
DECLARE SUB IBGTS (bd%, v%)
DECLARE SUB IBIST (bd%, v%)
DECLARE SUB IBLOC (bd%)
DECLARE SUB IBONL (bd%, v%)
DECLARE SUB IBPAD (bd%, v%)
DECLARE SUB IBPCT (bd%)
DECLARE SUB IBPPC (bd%, v%)
DECLARE SUB ibrd (bd%, rd$)
DECLARE SUB IBRDA (bd%, rd$)
DECLARE SUB IBRDF (bd%, FLNAME$)
DECLARE SUB ibrdi (bd%, IARR% () , cnt%)
DECLARE SUB IBRDIA (bd%, IARR% () , cnt%)
DECLARE SUB IBRPP (bd%, PPR%)
DECLARE SUB IBRSC (bd%, v%)
DECLARE SUB IBRSP (bd%, SPR%)
DECLARE SUB IBRSV (bd%, v%)
DECLARE SUB IBSAD (bd%, v%)
DECLARE SUB IBSIC (bd%)
DECLARE SUB IBSRE (bd%, v%)
DECLARE SUB IBSTOP (bd%)
DECLARE SUB IBTMO (bd%, v%)
DECLARE SUB IBTRAP (MASK%, MODE%)
DECLARE SUB IBTRG (bd%)
DECLARE SUB IBWAIT (bd%, MASK%)
DECLARE SUB IBWRT (bd%, WRT$)
DECLARE SUB IBWRTA (bd%, WRT$)
DECLARE SUB IBWRTF (bd%, FLNAME$)
DECLARE SUB IBWRTI (bd% , IARR%(), cnt%)
DECLARE SUB IBWRTIA (bd%, IARR%(), cnt%)
DECLARE SUB IBLN (bd%, PAD%, SAD%, LISTENS;)
DECLARE SUB IBDEV (BDID%, PAD%, SAD%, TMO%

UD %)
EOS%,

GOSUB constant 
lablel:
' MAIN PROGRAM 
CLS
Delimiters$ = " ,;:()?+" + CHR$(9) + CHR$(34) 
crlf$ = CHR$(13) + CHR$(10)

EOT%,
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PRINT "This program is designed to take data from TEKTRONICS 
2230 and write"
PRINT "the data as an x,y array file in the C:\SAHYUN\DATA\ 
directory."
PRINT : COLOR ■ I, 0: PRINT "The default answer for a
questions is NOa for a positive response, type Y or y" 
PRINT : COLOR 5, 0: PRINT
PRINT "The signal input to the oscilloscope should be 
connected to CHANNEL 2."
PRINT : PRINT "Please make sure that the GPIB cables are 
securely attached."
PRINT : PRINT "Also the PARAMETER switches on the
oscilloscope should be set as follows:"
PRINT "Switch numbers 1-3 off, 4 on, 5-0 off. (address 8)" 
PRINT. : INPUT "Check this now and hit RETURN to continue"; 
ans$
CALL initscopel(scopel%)
CALL initsrSlO(SR510%)
CALL initldc(ldc%)

3 ' Main Screen 
Iable2:
j = I 7 counter for file extension 
CLS : COLOR 0, 3
PRINT " ' Main Option Menu "
COLOR 7, 0: PRINT : PRINT
PRINT : PRINT " Adjust Oscilloscope options (0/o)”
PRINT : PRINT " Adjust SR510 options = piezo voltage (S/s)"
PRINT : PRINT " Adjust LDC options (L/l)"
PRINT : PRINT " Save wave and Root file name (F/f) " :
PRINT
PRINT : PRINT " Continue with the program (C/c) "
PRINT : INPUT " or' EXIT (E/e)";
ans$
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT

1 ans$ = "0" OR ans$ = "o" THEN GOSUB scopeopt
IF ans$ = "S" OR ans$ = "s" THEN GOSUB sr510opt
IF ans$ = "L" OR ans$ _ it ]_ H THEN GOSUB ldcopt
IF ans$ = "F" OR ans$ = »f" THEN GOSUB file
IF ans$ _ OR ans$ _ VCTI THEN GOTO 10
IF ans$ = "E" 
CLS : GOTO 3

OR ans$ = "e" THEN GOTO 50

10 COLOR 7, 0
IF savflag = I THEN
OPEN "c:\sahyun\data\" + ame$ + ".doc" FOR OUTPUT AS

#2
PRINT #2, "file temp las currnt pd curr
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piezo vlts"

END IF
INPUT "Hit RETURN to START process or M/m to go back to 

main menu"; ans$
IF ans$ = "M" OR ans$ = "m" THEN GOTO 3
'Idc loop

FOR temp = VAL(lowt$) TO VAL(hit$) STEP VAL(tstep$) 
tempe$ = "tec:t " + STR$(temp)
CALL IBWRT(ldc%, tempe$)
FOR n = I TO 400000: NEXT n ' delay loop to let

temperature settle
FOR cur = VAL(loi$) TO VAL(hii$) STEP VAL(istep$)
FOR n = I TO 100: NEXT n 
curr$ = "las:i " + STR$(cur)
CALL IBWRT(ldc%, curr$) ' •
FOR n = I TO 10000: NEXT n 
CALL IBWRT(ldc%, "tec:t?") 
t$ = SPACE $ (5)
CALL ibrd(ldc%, t,$)
FOR n = I TO 100: NEXT n 
CALL IBWRT(ldc%, "las:i?") 
i$ = SPACE$(5)
CALL ibrd(ldc%, i$)
FOR n = I TO 100: NEXT n 
CALL IBWRT(ldc%, "lasripd?”) 
ipd$ = SPACE$ (5)
CALL ibrd(ldc% , ipd$)
FOR volts = VAL(lov$) TO VAL(hiv$) STEP VAL(vstep$) 
volt$ = "o I," + STR$(volts) + "e-6"
CALL IBWRT(SR510%f volt$)
PRINT "temp =" + t$ + " laser current =" + i$ + " 

photo diode =" + ipd$ + " piezo =" + STR$(volts)
' save waveform to disk

IF savflag = 0 THEN GOTO 5
FOR n = I TO 3000: NEXT n ' delay loop to let scope 

settle down
CALL IBWRT(scopel%, "SAV REFl")

' save waveform
CALL IBWRT(scopeI%, "DAT SOU:REFl")

. CALL IBWRT(scopel%, "CURV?")
RET$ = SPACE$(6)
CALL ibrd(scopel%, RET$)
RET$ = SPACE$(7000)
CALL ibrd(scopel%, RET$) 
i = I
Token$ = StrTok$(RET$, Delimiters$) 
yval(i) = VAL(Token$): xval(i) = i
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WHILE Token$ O  "" 

i = i + I
yval(i) = VAL(Token$): xval(i) = i 
Token$ = StrTok$("", Delimiters$)

WEND
' Clear Scopel

CALL IBWRT(scopel%, "REFD .REFl:EMP")
' convert x axis to mS

IF pixflag = 0 THEN GOTO 4 
CALL IBWRT (s'copel%, "HOR? MOD")
RMOD$ = SPACE$(23)
CALL ibrd(scopel%, RMOD$)
RMODE$ = MID$ (RM0D$, Ilr I)
FOR n = I TO 500: NEXT n
CALL IBWRT(scopel%, "HOR? " + RMODE$ + "SE")
RSEC$ = SPACE$(40)
CALL ibrd(scopel%, RSEC$)
RSEC0$ = MID$(RSEC$, 20)
SEC = VAL(RSECO$)

' There are 100 diodes per division. Save as
mS so *1000

mSEC = 1000 * SEC / 100 
FOR i = I TO 1026 
xval(i) = mSEC * xval(i)

NEXT i
4 ' WRITE DATA to a FILE

IF j < 10 THEN 
jn$ = RIGHT$(STR$(j), I)

ELSEIF j < 100 THEN 
jn$ = RIGHT$(STR$(j) , 2)

ELSE jn$ = RIGHT$(STR$(j) , 3)
END IF
IF savflag = I THEN PRINT #2, ame$ + jn$ + " " + t$

+ " " + i$ + " " + ipd$ + " " + STR$(volts)
OPEN "C: \SAHYUN\DATA\" + ame$ + jn$ + " .DAT" FOR 

OUTPUT AS #1
FOR i = I TO 1024 
PRINT #1, xval(i), yval(i)

NEXT i - '
PRINT #1, xval(1024) , 0 
CLOSE #1 
j = j + I

' loop to next current and temp
5 NEXT volts

CALL IBWRT (SR510%, "o I, 0.0e-6") ' takes care of
piezo hysteresis problem 

NEXT cur 
NEXT temp
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IF savflag = I THEN CLOSE #2

GOTO 3
50 CALL ibfind("gpibO", gpib0%)END
constant:
' GPIB Commands
CONST UNL = &H3F r GPIB
CONST UNT = &H5F r GPIB
CONST GTL = &H1 r GPIB
CONST SDC &H4 t GPIB
CONST PPC &H5 T GPIB
CONST GGET = &H8 r GPIB
CONST TCT &H9 r GPIB
CONST LLO &H11 r GPIB
CONST DCL &H14 r GPIB
CONST PPU = &H15 r GPIB
CONST SPE = &H18 r GPIB
CONST SPD &H19 r GPIB
CONST PPE = &H60 r GPIB
CONST ppd = &H70 r GPIB

unlisten command 
untalk command 
go to local 
selected device clear 
parallel poll configure 
group execute trigger . 
take control 
local lock out 
device clear
parallel poll unconfigure 
serial poll enable 
serial poll disable 
parallel poll enable 
parallel poll disable

' GPIB status bit vector :
1 status variable ibsta and wait mask
CONST EERR . &H8000
CONST TIMO &H4000-
CONST EEND = &H2000
CONST SRQI &H1000
CONST CMPL &H100
CONST LOK = ,&H80
CONST RREM &H40
CONST CIC = ,SH20
CONST AATN &H10
CONST TAGS &H8
CONST LACS &H4
CONST DTAS &H2
CONST DCAS = &H1

' Error detected 
' Timeout
' EOI or EOS detected 
' SRQ detected by CIC 
' I/O completed 
r Local lockout state 
' Remote state 
' Controller-in-Charge 
' Attention asserted 
' Talker active 
' Listener active 
7 Device trigger state 
' Device clear state

r Error messages returned in status variable iberr
CONST EDVR = 0 
CONST ECIC = I 
CONST ENOL = 2 
CONST EADR = 3 
CONST EARG = 4

7 DOS error
7 Function requires GPIB board to be CIC 
7 Write function detected no listeners 
7 Interface board not addressed correctly 
7 Invalid argument to function call
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CONST ESAC =
CONST EABO
CONST ENEB =
CONST EOIP

r

CONST ECAP
CONST EFSO =
CONST EBUS ==
CONST ESTB =
CONST ESRQ

5 ' Function requires GPIB board to be SAC
6 ' I/O operation aborted
7 ' Non-existent interface board
10 ' I/O operation started before previous 
operation completed
11 ' No capability for intended operation
12 ' File system operation error
14 ' Command error during device call
15 ' Serial poll status byte lost
16 ' SRQ remains asserted

' EOS mode bits
CONST BIN = &H1000 ' Eight bit compare
CONST XEOS = &H800 ' Send EOI with EOS byte 
CONST REOS =■&H400 ' Terminate read on EOS
' Timeout values and meanings
CONST TNONE = 0 f Infinite timeout (disabled)
CONST TlOus = I f Timeout of 10 us (ideal)
CONST T30us = 2 r Timeout of 30 us (ideal)
CONST TlOOus = 3 r Timeout of 100 us (ideal)
CONST T300us = 4 f Timeout of 300 us (ideal)
CONST Tims = 5 r Timeout of I ms (ideal)
CONST T3ms = 6 r Timeout of 3 ms (ideal)
CONST TlOms = 7 r Timeout of 10 ms (ideal)
CONST T30ms = 8 r Timeout of 30 ms (ideal)
CONST TlOOms = 9 r Timeout of 100 ms (ideal)
CONST T300ms = .10 t Timeout of 300 ms (ideal)
CONST Tls = 11 r Timeout of I s (ideal)
CONST T3s = 12 r Timeout of 3 s (ideal)
CONST TlOs = 13 r Timeout of 10 s (ideal)
CONST T30s = 14 r Timeout of 30 s (ideal)
CONST TlOOs = 15 r Timeout of 100 s (ideal)
CONST T300s = 16 f Timeout of 300 s (ideal)
CONST TlOOOs = 17 f Timeout of 1000 s (maximum)
r IBLN constants 
CONST ALLSAD = -I 
CONST NOSAD = 0
' Miscellaneous
CONST S = &H8 ' parallel poll sense bit
CONST LF = &HA ’ ASCII linefeed character
cnt% =2000 
pixflag = 0 
savflag = 0 
j = I
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RETURN lablel
scopeopt: 
pixflag = 0 
2 COLOR 4, 0
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
INPUT

Which MODE do you want SCOPEl to acquire data 
AVERAGE • (A/a)"
PEAKDET (P/p)"
SAMPLE (S/s)"

or EXIT program (E/e)."; msg$
IF msg$ = "A" OR msg$ = "a" THEN 

WRT$ = "ACQ LSR:AVE"
ELSEIF msg$ = "P" OR msg$ = "p" THEN 

WRT$ = "ACQ LSR: PEA"
ELSEIF msg$ = "S" OR msg$ = "s" THEN 

WRT $ = "ACQ LSR: SAM"
ELSEIF msg$ = "E" OR msg$ = "e" THEN GOTO 50

in?"

ELSE CLS : GOTO 2 
END IF
CALL IBWRT(scopel%, WRT$)
INPUT "Do you want to convert the oscilloscope pixels (X 

axis) to miliseconds"; ans$
IF ans$ = "Y" OR ans$ = "y" THEN

COLOR 6, 0: PRINT "Make sure HORIZONTAL MODE on
oscilloscope is not on BOTH!"

COLOR I, 0: INPUT "Hit RETURN to continue"; ans$ 
pixflag = 1  

END IF

RETURN lable2 
srSlOopt:
' Piezo Voltage setting

INPUT "What grating piezo Voltage range do you want 
(Iowvf highv, step)"; lov$, hiv$, vstep$ , 

volt$ = "o I," + lov$ + "e-6"
INPUT "type E or e to end; return to continue"; ans$ 
IF ahs$ = "E" OR ans$ = "e" THEN 50

RETURN labie2
ldcopt:

COLOR 7, 0INPUT "What range of temperatures do you want (IowTf 
highTf step)"; lowt$f hit$f tstep$

INPUT "What range of currents do you want (IowIf highlf 
step)"; loi$f hii$f istep$
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INPUT "type E or e to end; return to continue"; ans$
IF ans$ = "E" OR ans$ = "e" THEN 50
CALL IBWRT(ldc%, "delay 20000;las:dis ipd")

RETURN lable2
file:

INPUT "Do you want to save waveform to disk"; ans$
IF ans$ = "Y" OR ans$ = "y" THEN 

savflag = I
INPUT "Root FILE name for data array (6 characters) ";

ame$
ELSE savflag = 0 
END IF

RETURN IableZ 
SUB initldc (ldc%)
' Initialization if laser diode controller 
BDNAME$ = "ldc"
CALL ibfind(BDNAME$, ldc%)
' configure Temperature display 
CALL IBWRT(ldc%, "Tec:dis on") '
CALL IBWRT (ldc%, "tec:out- on") '
CALL IBWRT(ldc%, "tec:mod:t") '
INPUT "Initial temperature for laser"; tem$ 
temp$ = "tec:t " + tem$
CALL IBWRT(ldc% , temp$) ' -
CALL IBWRT(ldc%, "las:dis:i") r
CALL IBWRT(ldc%, "las:out on") 7
CALL IBWRT(ldc%, "ias:mod:i") 7
INPUT "Initial laser current (mA)"; cur$.
curr$ = "las:i " + cur$
CALL IBWRT(ldc% t curr$) 7 

END SUB
SUB initscopel (scopel%)
7 Initialization of Scopel 
BDNAME$ = "TEK2230"
CALL ibfind(BDNAME$f scopel%)
CALL IBWRT(scopel%, "DAT CHA:CH2")
CALL IBWRT(scopel%, "DAT ENC:ASC")
CALL IBWRT(scopel%f "RQS")

END SUB
SUB initsrSlO (SR510%)
7 Initialization if SR510 
BDNAME$ = "SR510"
CALL ibfind(BDNAME$, SR5l0%)
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CALL IBWRT-(SR510%, "E 0") 'Expand -> xl
CALL IBWRT(SR510%, "D I") 'Dyn Res -> NORM
CALL IBWRT(SR510%, "S I") 'Display -> OFST
CALL IBWRT(SR510%, "A 0") 'Rel -> OFF
CALL IBWRT(SR510 %, "G 13") '.Sensitivity -> 100 uV

' Calibration of Burleigh 
COLOR I t 0
CALL IBWRT(SR510%, "o 1> 50e-6")
PRINT "Adjust the Burleigh so that the ramp bias reads

50."
INPUT "Hit return to continue"; ans$
CALL IBWRT(SR510%, "o I, 100e-6")
PRINT "Now adjust the Burleigh so that the ramp bias 

reads 100."
INPUT "Hit return to continue"; ans$
CALL IBWRT(SR510%, "o I, O.Oe-6")’

END SUB
FUNCTION StrTok$ (Srce$, Delim$)
STATIC Start%, SaveStr$.

r If first calif make a copy of the string.
IF Srce$ O  "" THEN

Start% = 1: SaveStr$ = Srce$
END IF
BegPos% = Start%: Ln% = LEN(SaveStr$)
' Look for start of a token (character that isn't 

delimiter).WHILE BegPos% <= Ln% AND INSTR(Delim$, MID$(SaveStr$f 
BegPos%f I)) <> 0

BegPos% = BegPos% + I 
WEND
' Test for token start found.
IF BegPos% > Ln% THEN

StrTok$ = "": EXIT FUNCTION 
END IF
' Find the end of the token.
EndPos% = BegPos%
WHILE EndPos% <= Ln% AND INSTR(Delim$, MID$ (SaveStr$, 

EndPos%, I)) = 0
EndPos% = EndPos% + 1  

WEND
StrTok$ = MID$(SaveStr$, BegPos%, EndPos% - BegPos%)
' Set starting point for search for next token.
Start% = EndPos%

END FUNCTION
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APPENDIX F

SUPERCAVITY
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At the most basic level'the Supercavity is a symmetric 

optical resonator. The mirrors of this resonator are 
spherical so there exists a point where a beam entering the 
cavity will be focussed. The point where a minimum spot 
size occurs would then, by symmetry, be in the center of the 
cavity. The beam waist (w) is this minimum spot size, but 
a more convenient form is the confocal parameter (Z), where 
Z = w27t/X. The Z is related to both the radius of curvature 
of the mirrors (R) and to the cavity length (L) by the 
equation: Z2 = (2RL - L) .25 For the Supercavity, the
curvature of the mirrors was R =  100 cm and the spacing was 
L = 2 cm. The ideal beam waist at the center then has 
Z = 9.95 cm.

It is this Z condition that needs to be matched by the 
waist of the focused beam coming from the laser. For a 
lens, the change in waveform curvature is: IZq2 = IZqi - IZf, 
where f is the lens focal length and the complex radius of 
curvature is q„ = d,, + izn. with d as the distance to the lens 
waist. These last two equations can be rearranged to 
form:26

=2 = -r ., and

-4 v £ y
M +  di= _di

d2 = T

(H)
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Mode matching is said to occur when z2 = Z . Since Z 1 

and f are fixed quantities, it is left to varying dx to 
match Z . Once dx is set, then d2 can be found.

In the experiment Z 1 was the output from the fiber 
optic cable. A program was then run which calculated z2 and 
d2 while varying dx. The Supercavity was then placed at the 
appropriate distance to match z2 to Z and the fiber 
placement was fine tuned for dx.

The frequency peak width from the Supercavity was 
calculated from the resultant free spectral range. The data 
was originally recorded in time differences as the cavity 
scanned a wavelength; the time of the free spectral range 
and the time difference of the full width half maximum 
(fwhm) of one peak were measured. Since the free spectral 
range was seen as ATfar, -ATfwhm, and Av = c/2L are known.

Av fwhm
AlfwA m A v far (12)

The finesse is calculated from the experimental values: 
AvfarZAvfwhm. The maximum finesse for the system was 
calculated from F = TtV-R / (I-R) .27 With R = 99.97%,
F = 10,000.
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